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A. Rácz: Determináltan of reactivity coefficients from measurable effects of small external 
perturbation using a bank of Kaiman filters. KFKI 1990 62/G 

ABSTRACT 

A method, based on Kaiman filtering technique and the Maglll-Bogler test is proposed for 
the determination of reactivity coefficients from measured effects of small external perturbation 
introduced into a steady-state power reactor. Numerical experiments are presented to justify 
the procedure. A realistic problem is considered; the calculation of the control rod worth. Finally 
we give a possible way to check the goodness of the estimation. 

А. Рац: Определение коэффициентов реактивности на основе оценки измерений малых 
внешних возмущений с помощью методов фильтра Кальмана. KFKI-1990-62/G 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Описывается метод определения коэффициента реактивности в ядерных реакто
рах на мощности. Предложенный метод позволяет производить оценку изменения мощ
ности при небольших возмущениях на основе тестирования Магила-Богера, известного 
из теории фильтров Кальмана. Достоверность метода доказывается нумеринескими экс
периментами, в которых определяется ценность поглотителей. В конце дается оценка 
проверки достоверности оцененных коэффициентов реактивности. 

Rácz A.: Reaktlvitásegyüttható meghatározása kis külső perturbáció hatásának Kálmán 
szűrővel történő kiértékelésével KFKI 1990 62/G 

KIVONAT 

A dolgozatban egy eljárást mutatunk be teljesítményen működő atomerőműben való 
reaktlvitásegyüttható meghatározására. A javasolt módszer a teljeeítményszlntben a bevitt kis 
perturbációk hatására történő változást értékeli ki a Magill Bogler féle teszt alapján. Az eljárás 
helyességét numerikus kísérletekkel igazoljuk, melyben egy valós feladatot, a rudértékesség 
meghatározását végeztük ei. A kiértékelés eredményeként kapott reaktlvitásegyüttható 
jóságának egy lehetséges ellenőrzésére teszünk a dolgozat végén javaslatot. 



INTRODUCTION 

The goal of this paper is to present a method for the determination of reactivity coef-
ficiente in a nuclear power reactor in operation. This purpose is not a new one; numerous 
methods are known and have been used for long. Roughly speaking, starting from the mea
surable effects caused by small external perturbations, these procedures solve the inverse 
point kinetic equations in order to get the dynamical reactivity. In spite of the simplicity 
of such a calculation the users have to have no doubt about its 'weak-points'. The most 
serious disadvantage is the following. Since both the fission process and the measurment 
process are noisy we need to smooth the signals before starting the signal-processing. A 
low-pass RC filter is frequently used, however, such sort of signal-smoothing is not an ef
ficient one enough because the electronic filter can't cut out every component of the noise 
but may cut out some of the frequencies that are relevant in the measured spectrum. Thus 
applying an RC filter in one side we loose information while on the other side the signal 
still remains noise-corrupted. 

The above difficulties raised from the restrictions of the applied mathematical algo
rithm itself which means the following. The point kinetic equation (or the inverse point 
kinetics) describes the physical process as a deterministic model and ignores its randan 
features, from this fact it is obvious that if some stochastic component appears somehow 
in the signal then it could be injuries thus it must be removed i.e. we have to use an RC 
filter (or some similar non-mathematical method). 

On the other hand if the dynamic process and the observation are not restricted 
to be deterministic, i.e. we could regard them as stochastic processes the difficulties of 
RC filtering can be circumvented. Fortunately we have already had the tools to handle 
stochastic systems - one of them is the so-called Kaiman filter. 

The Kaiman filter's algorithm was developed in the early 60's [1,2]. The reason why it 
was not wide-spread may be its tipical computer-based features. But what was a drawback 
in even a few years ago is now one of the main advantages of the method. 

There are papers which suggest to apply Kaiman filtering technique for the determi
nation of a reactivity [3-5] regarding it as not a parameter but a system variable. Another 
suggestion was the one by D'Attellia and Cortina [6]. They utilized Magill's original idea 
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[7] in the form aa Bogler [8] had furher-developed. With the aid of Magill-Bogler theo
rem D'Attellis and Cortina could propose a straightforward procedure to determine the 
reactivity. 

In our paper we also start from Magill's idea, however, from its origbal form for we 
have some doubt as to the validity of the method under the circumstances as used in Ref.6. 
As the matter of fact our numerical experiments have not confirmed the results of the cited 
work. 
In Section П we survey the proposed methods namely the Kaiman filter and the Magill-
Bogler Test. 
Section III contains the physical model for a reactivity coefficient calculation. In this part 
we use a relatively simple but realistic enough model including a negative temperature 
feedback. We will show how the reactivity coefficient may be built in the control variable 
(or the actuator) in order to make the Magill-Bogler method applicable. 
In Section IV we present an experiment to test the proposed method. 
In Section V we discuss the reults and suggest a possible way for further work. 

П. THE KALMAN FILTER AND THE MAGILL-BOGLER TEST 

In the first part of this Section we give a short summary of the most important features 
of the Kaiman fiter. Our aim is not a discussion in detail but a quick survey. There is a 
lot of works on the theme [9-11], the interesting reader may consult with them. We mainly 
devote to collect the equations and make the notation unambiguous. 

Starting from the very beginning let us consider the following diecretized equation to 
describe the dynamics of a physical system: 

x(* + 1) = Ф(* + 1 , *)x(*) + B(*ju(*) + w(*) (2.1) 

where 

x(fc) state vector 
*(*+!,*) state-transition matrix 
B(*) control matrix 
u(*) control vector 
w(*) noise vector 
к discrete time value (2.2) 

From now on we may refer to the above system as eq.(2.1), i.e. if we speak about the 
system we suppose that eq.(2.1) is valid, 
(For the sake of simplicity we ignore the cases of continuous and/or non-linear systems.) 
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Lei the observation model is the following: 

y(*) = H(Jb)x(*)+ »,(*) (2.3) 

with 
y(fc) : measurement vector 
H(&) : observation matrix 
v(k) noise vector. 

Suppose that the above quantities have the properties as listed below: 

(w(*)) = 0 
<v(*)> = 0 

(w(*),v(/)) = 0 
(v(*),v(0> = R(*)*« 

(w(*),w(/)) = Q(*)* w (2.4) 

and assume that the ф(к + 1, к), H(Jfc), B(Jb), Щк) and Q(fc) matrices as well as the u(Jt) 
vector are known. 

If the above conditions are satisfied then an optima/, linear estimation x(&) of the x(&) 
state vector may be determined from the known {£(/)}«* measurement vectors. Denote by 
x(Jfc) = x(Jt) - x(fc) the estimation's error vector. Then linearity means that the estimated 
vector is a linear combination of the measurement vectors up to t = k. An estimation is 
optimal if the (x3(&)) covariance of the estimation error is minimal. 

The following quantity will prove useful: 

£(*) = y(Jfc) - Н(*){Ф(*,it - 1)*(* - 1 ) + B(* - l)u(* - 1 ) } (2.5) 

The £(Jfc) vector is called innovation". The name is obvious if we notice that £(&) contains 
the new information carried by the y(fc) measurement vector. This statement may become 
clearer noticing that the second part of the r.h.s. of eq.(2.5) is nothing else but y(&) the 
estimate of y(fc): 

y(*) = Н(*){Ф(*, * - 1)*(* - 1 ) + B(* - l)u(* - 1)} (2.6) 

[seeeqe.(2.1)and (2.2)]. 
We present without any proof the basic equations of the Kaiman filter: 

Filter Equation 

*(*) = Ф(*, * - l)x(* - 1) + B(ife)u(*)+ 

+ K(*){y(*) - Н(*)[Ф(*, к - l)x(* - 1) + B(k)u(k))} (2.7) 
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Kaiman Gain 

Щк) = Vi(lk, к - l)HT(lb) x [Щк) + H(fc)Vs(lfc, Jt - l ^ i f c ) ] " 1 (2.8) 

Л Priori variance 

V*(* + 1, Jk) = Щк + 1 , *)Vi(*)# T (* + 1,*)+ Q(Jb) (2.9) 

Л Posteriori variance 
V*(ifc) = [I - К(*)Н(*)]УА(*, Jb - 1 ) (2.10) 

In order to start the calculation we need to know the initial values of Yx(&) and x(Jt), 
i.e. we must know V&(0) and x(0). 

So far we regarded the matrices and the vector listed under eq.(2.2) as known quan
tities and showed how to get the estimated state vector x(Jt). Now consider the following 
problem. How can x(k) be predicted if either the B(Jt) control matrix or the u(Jfc) contol 
vector (or both) is unknown? 
The idea to handle this problem was proposed by Magill [7] but the form which proved 
useful is Bogler's merit [8]. Here and henceforth we refer to the theory as Magill-Bogler 
test (or Magill-Bogler theory, method, calculation etc.). The method is as follows: 
When the control matrix B(fc) is unknown choose a finite set of different B(fc)'s, i.e. choose 
{B'(fc)) jlj with finite N. (The procedure is the same in the unknown u(fc) control vector's 
case as it will hopefully be clear.) The Magill-Bogler test can find a B e € {B*(ik)} jlj set 
element which is the best approximation of the true (but unknown) Щк) control matrix. 
In the following we will make clear the meaning of the 'best approximation'. 

Since every B'(Ar) matrix is given explicitly the Kflman filter is complete so we 
can calculate an x'(Ar) estimated state vector for every B*(&). (Here the upper index * 
does not denote a component but means a 'name' to disinguish the different estimated 
vectors. Obviously the Kaiman filters are also different. Some papers try to indicate this 
differences by referring to the filters as a Bank of Kaiman filters [6].) The x*(k) vectors 
must be different because the matched B'(fc) matrices are different as well. If we knew 
the exact x'(k) value we could decide which x'(k) approximation is the best one because 
every x*(k) vector is connected to a certain B'(fc) matrix. We just have to find the proper 
x'(Jfc) vector. 
In order to achieve it use the following decision test to choose the 'best' x° € {^(k)}^ 
element 

N 
£ | | x ( 0 - x e ( / ) | | = minimum (2.11) 

(||x|| denotes the norm of the vector x.) Since eqs.(2.1) and (2.3) are linear the above 
expression is equivalent to 

£ W O - П 0 Н = minimum 
( s i 
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Making use of eq.(2.5) let us define a £'(fc) innovation to every y'(fc) estimated mea
surement vector: 

£•(*) = * * ) - * • ( * ) (2-12) 

After a straightforward calculation [8] the requirement under eq.(2.11) leads to the form: 

V* ^ * / _ minimum (2.13) 

(Here the lower m index stands for the components of a vector or matrix.) Fortunately 
the explicit form of cov{£} is known [10]: 

cov{£} = R(k) + H(k)VÄ(k,k - l)H T (k) (2.14) 

Substituton of eq.(2.14) into eq.(2.13) yields the final form which will be used later: The 
best approximation of the unknown B(Jt) control matrix is the matrix B°(Jt) that minimizes 
the following quantity: 

S w Q + HJUVrfM-lW*)).. = mÍBÍm,m ( 2 1 6 ) 

The procedure described above is the Magill-Bogler test. 

We close this Section with a short discussion. Obviously the above test remains valid 
if one of the B'(fc)'s coincides with the true B(fc) matrix. In this case 

Be(ik) = B(fc) (2.16) 

consequently 
ia(k) = i(k) (2.17) 

N л2 Since ]C((m) is the mth diagonal element of the empirical covariance of £(fc) inserting 
( s i 

eq.(2.17) into eq.(2.15) gives 
N (f \ 2 

£ (Щк) + H(*)V*(*, * - 1ЩЦк))тт - K • } 

(JV is the sample-number.) 
Accordingly if B°(Jk) is the best approxiamtion to Ъ(к) and the applied mesh is dense 

enough the Magill-Bogler test may yield 

V i i s i JV (2.19) 
fe (R(*) + H(*)V*(*,* - l ) H ^ ( * ) ) m m - l ' 
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even if eqs.(2.16) and (2.17) do not hold exactly. 
On the other hand if the approximation is too 'rough' then eg.(2.17) fails. We do not 
vantto be unnecessarily rigorous thus we just try to indicate the difference between a 
dense and a rough approximation. If the distance of two arbitrary elements of the set 
{B'(fc)} j i , less, than a well-chosen threshold value <в than we speak about dense mesh. 
In the opposite case the approximation (or the mesh) is a rough one. There is a problem 
remained how to choose <в to get acceptable estimation. But as we showed above the 
actual value of the Magill-Bogler test may help us to decide if the applied *в is a proper 
thershold number or not, i.e. wheather the estimation is good enough or it is worth further 
refinements. 

HI. THE DYNAMIC MODEL 

In this chapter we introduce the specific physical model for the actual calculation. 
Consider a steady-state reactor at a power level P0 and suppose that a small, external per
turbation is introduced. A negative feedback effect must be assumed in order to maintain 
the conditions for a steady-state operation. Let Sp*(t) denote the total reactivity change 
which can be divided into two parts 

6p\t) = */(*)+s A*) ("J 

where 

Sp'(t) : external (small) perturbation 
6p'(t) consequence of a feedback effect. 

It is a delicate question what a 'small perturbation' means in this situation since a 
critical reactor had zero reactivity. Thus we can't compare the amplitude of the external 
perturbation to the steady-state reactivity's one. To overcome this problem we say the 
following: the perturbations are small if the second order terms in the dynamic equations, 
appeared due to these perturbations, are negligable. (Consequently still we may ignore 
second-order parts in our equations, perturbations probably are small.) After clarifying 
the notion of a 'small perturbation' we may consider the problem of the description of the 
feedback effect. From many possible feedback mechanism we choose the one caused by the 
temperature changing. We shall use the simplest model to describe the process. 
First suppose that 6p*(t) is proportional to the change of the fuel temperature T: 

6pt(t) = -aT6T (3.2) 

wher or > 0 is the so-called reactivity temperature coefficient. A negative feedback effects 
is necessary to maintain a stable operation. 
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Secondly let the heat-transport between the fuel and the coolant be modelled by the 
Newton's law of cooling: 

f = KP(t)-a(T-Te) (3.3) 

where 

P(i) 
Tc 

К 
«-1 

reactor power 
coolan-temperature 
reciprocal reactor heat capacity 
relaxation time of fuel-coolant heat-transfer 

Furthermore let the Tc coolant temperature be constant. With the last restriction eq.(3.3) 
leads to 

ST = KSP(t)-aST (3.4) 

Substitute eq.(3.2) into eq.(3.1) in order to derive the total reactivity change 

6p* = 6p* - aTST (3.5) 

The familiar point kinetic equations without any feedback effects [8] are collected in 
eq.(3.7). The components of the state vector are P(t) »aid C{t) system variables; the 
reactivity is measured in dollars. 

p{t)=£j^m+мм 
C(t )= ip (r ) -AC(<) (3.7) 

where the quantities not mentioned before are: 

C(t) 
A 
Л 

precursor concentration 
decay constant of a precursor 
neutron generation time 

The final form of the kinetic equations taking a negative temperature feedback effect in 
the reactivity into account may be obtained in two steps. 
1. Since we are intersted only in the variotion of the state vector but not in its nominal 
value it is worth to rewrite eq.(3.7) into a new form: 

6P(t) = -j6P(t) + \6C(t) + ^ Sp*(t) 

SC(t) = -bp(t) - \6C(i) 

6P(t) = P(t) - P0 

SC(t) = C(t)-C0 (3.8) 
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As we have already mentioned the Sp perturbation is small in the sense that it does not 
cause second order changes so suci terms were neglected in eq.(3.8). 
2. In the second step we introduce the fuel temperature T as a new system variable. The 
dynamics for T is given by eq.(3.4). The new equations become: 

St = KP06(£-) - aST (3.9) 

So far nothing really important happend apart from embedding 6T into the dynamics. 
Before doing a crudal step towards completing our model a short remark is proper here 
which may clarify the idea behind our method. 
Other authors take the reactivity (or reactivity change) into account in their models as 
a new system variable. Then the reactivity is fitted by a few parameters (usually it is 
expanded into a power series). Different methods were developed in order to perform this 
fitting-procedure [3,5]. 
In contrast in our model a feedback mechanism is switched on and therefore we do not 
need to regard the reactivity as a (new) system variable. Certainly we can not circumvent 
the necessity of intruducing a new variable - it is the fuel temperature. But applying ST 
instead of Sp* means more than a simple transfonn between two functions; we do not have 
to guess a reactivity-function's shape because eq.(3.5) determines it unainbigousiy with 
the help of ST if the external reactivity Spe is known. But Spe is introduced by us vwhich 
fact is indicated by the name 'external'). Thus we may replace Sp in the first equation in 
(3.9) by the ST system variable according to eq.(3.5). The second and the third equations 
in eq.(3-9) remain unaltered: 

6Т=КР06(£-)-а6Т (3.10) 

Note that the last term in eq.(3.10), i.e. the quantity Sp' is not a propert part of the kinet
ics. After dropping away this term the remaining equations for the state variables S(-jr), 
S{$-) and ST can describe in full the behaviour of the system after small disturbances. 
The role of the term Spe is just to fix a way how the disturbance may affect the system. 
We have found that Spe is not a system variable but a control term. 
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Remember our final goal. We would like to determine reactivity coefficients, for in
stance a rod worth for control rod calibration. The role of a reactivity coefficient is to 
convert an external effect introduced into a reactor to a reactivity change. Remaining at 
the case of the rod-calibration the external reactivity-perturbation is due to the change 
of the control rod position. In this case the reactivity coefficient (in other words control 
rod worth) is a parameter in the expression of Spe and we are back to the problem of 
the determination of an unknown control parameter. Fortunately in Section II we met a 
method - the Magill Bogler test using Kaiman filter for estiation of a system variable -
suited to this task. 

The reader may object that there is nothing new in distinguishing the reactivity 
coefficient as a control var able of the dynamics. Certainly it is no more than a simple 
trick but it is fruitful and makes us able to use other (and more suitable) method in the 
calculation. On the other hand without this separation the Magill-Bogler procedure would 
not work or at least we have serious doubt against its validity. (In case the reader would 
ask why we want to use the Magill-Bogler method we can do nothing else but suggest to 
re-read the Introduction or go on in the text with patience. It will be turned out.) 

Only one task is remained; to build the reactivity coefficient in the 6pe control variable 
explicitly. We choose the simplest way by assuming that the 6pe function is separable as 
follows. Consider it as a product of a time-function /(f)» the reactivity coefficient r c and 
a factor Ar, which latter is the amplitude of the perturbation: 

8Up<|/(0| = 1 
6pe(t) = Arrcf(t) (3.11) 

Both the function /(<) and the amplitude Ar are fully determined by the problem inves
tigated. Thus in case of a rod-calibration f(t) and Ar describe the time-dependence and 
amplitude of the - operator induced - rod-movement. The only unknown parameter is the 
reactivity coefficient r c. 
Inserting eq.(3.10) into eq.(3.11) we obtain the final form of the dynamic equations: 

4) = -№) + ^ 7 ) - \ а * 6 т + \ А ^ 
*(#)-7*(y )"«(#) 

л P t 

(t = KP,S(^) - o6T (3.12) 

For convenience let us use matrix-vector formalism. Then eq.(3.12) becomes: 

6x(t) = A{t)6x{t) + B(<)u(r) (3.13) 

where the 6x(t) state vector has the following three componets: 

Sx=\6(&)\ (3.14) - ы 
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The A system-matrix is 
/ - * A -iaT\ 

- [ Í "A ° (3.15) 

There remain some arbitraryness in separation of the control-variable 6pe = Arref(t) 
into a B(<) conrol matrix and an u(t) control vector. For the sake of simplicity let the 
time-dependence be fixed in the u parameter, i.e. let u be a scalar-valued function 

«=/(<) (ЗЛ6) 

After fixing the u function the В matrix becomes 

-(?) В * ( 0 I (3.17) 

В must be a vector for u is scalar. 
After substituting eqs.(3.14)-(3.17) into eq.(3.13) we get the complete matrix-vector 

equation for point kinetics with temperature feedback in the reactivity: 

/fJ=U v л ) Ы + ( : ) f(t) (3.18) 

IV THE CALCULATION 

In the first part of this paper we overviewed the tools used in this Section. Our final 
goal as we have said very often is to calculate an rc reactivity coefficient from small 
perturbations in the reactor power. For several entirely different reasons we have choosen 
for investigation the problem of conrol rod calibration. One of the reasons is the easiness 
of performing such an experiment in practice; a control rod movement is really a routine 
procedure and the experiment itself does not cause any relevant (and irreversible) change 
in the reactor state. The second reason is that we already have experimental results [12] 
for comparison. Certainly we do not intend to reproduce those values properly but we may 
check the global features of SP(t) and Sp* functions comparing them to the appropriate 
figures in Ref.12. 

Our numerical experiment consists of two parts. In the first part we simulate measured 
values due to moving a rod of a known rc reactivity coefficient while in the second step we 
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use these data to reproduce the above r e parameter. For the shape of the function /(f) we 
choose the trapezoidal function 

0; to < t < U 
£3r; ti<i<b 

/ W = { 1 ; <2<«<<3 (4.1) 
l -£%; U<t<U 
0; <4 < t 

The other parameters in the A matrix are [12,13] 

( -6.74 0.08 -1.1 \ 
6.74 -0.08 0 I (4.2) 

70 0 - 0 . 2 / 
while let Ar amplitude and r c reactivity coefficient have the values 

Ar = 2cm 
r c = -1.21 x 10' 3 $ (4.3) 

Treating the dynamic equations we have not mentioned a noise yet, in spite of the 
fact that in the Introduction we had proposed our method for the presence of a noise. It's 
time to remedy this negligence. Let the dynamics be corrupted by a noise defined by its 
R covariance matrix [in accordance with eq.(2.4)] 

(2.5 xlO" 7 0 0 \ 

0 4.0 xlO" 7 0 1 (4.4) 
0 0 9.0 x l O " 7 / 

Since we can measure only the power change our observation model is a scalar observation. 
Consequently the w observation noise also must be a scalar variable with covariance Q 

Q = 2.5 x 10" e (4.5) 

Following the method presented in the Appendix we determine the Ф state-transition 
matrix with the help of eq.(4.2). The time-step is At = O.lsec. 

(4.87 xlO" 1 5.72x10-» - 7 . 8 2 x l 0 " 2 \ 
4.82 x 10- 1 9.94 x 10"1 -2.96 x 10"2 (4.6) 

4.98 xlO" 1 2.24 x lO" 3 9.50 x W 1 / 
Fixing the {ti} values of eq.(4.1) defines uniquely a {&,-} set through eq.(A.13) 

{tt} := {0; 5; 8; 12; 15; 30} <=> {0; 50; 80; 120; 150; 300} =:{*<} (4.7) 
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Using eq.(4.7) in eq.(4.1) we may calculate the function u* in eq.(A.17) 

U < к < 49 
60 < it < 79 

ufc = { 1; 80 < к < 119 (4.8) 
120<*<149 
150 <k 

Next w determine the actuator h by inserting eqs.(4.6)-(4.8) into eq.(3.17) 

/5.89\ 
/* = - 5.83 J xlO"3«* (4.9) (5.89\ 

5.83 J x 10 _ 3t 
6.02/ 

Here we must again call attention a reader to our closing remarks in the Appendix 
where we were saying the following; «n spite of the fact that only B\ ф 0 the corresponding 
Ik actuator vector may have every element non-zero as it is apparent from eg.(4.9). 

As we mentioned earlier our observation model reduced to a scalar observation. 

**) = *(£) + • (4.10) 
*о 

(cov{w) = 9 x 10 _ í - see eq.(4.5)]. 
Comparing eq.(4.10) to eq.(2.3) it is clear that the H observation matrix is a simple row 
vector 

H = (1,0,0) (4.11) 

Possessing all of the equations we are in the position to test our method. In the first 
step we ran a noise-free calculation; the vectors w and v are ignored. The results of this 
test are plotted in Fig.l. The displayed curves are: S(-ß-) powwer-level's change, 6p* total 
reactivity and tue position of the control rod. 

Next we took the noise into account. The disturbances of the state vector might have 
caused a slight change in 6pe but the effect is scarcerely noticable. Fig.2 shows the noise-
corrupted calculation. Because of the noise x(l) must be different from y, i.e. the measured 
power-change is not the same as the power-level which latter is a system-variable. 
Fig.3 showes the calculated results with a time-function u* consisting of two trapezoidal 
function. 
Obviously the function 6p* is not known (if it had been we would have had no difficulties 
to determine rc) we just plotted it for comparing our figures to the results of Ref.12. 

In the previous step we simulated the {y(k)} values. Now starting from these values 
we determine the re reactivity coefficient . Since re is not known we must start with a 
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guess for it. We propose to use the next trial function which seems to be dense enough. 
Here <в — Ar w 10~ 5. (Cf. our remarks in the end of Section 2.) 

К = r* + »Ar 

Ar = -1.21 x Ю - 5 

t = 0...200 (4.12) 

Using the same (y(&)} representation we calculate the statistic 

*ма = S (Н(1Ь) + Н(А:)УА(М-1)НОД)тт

 ( 4 1 3 ) 

[cf. eq.(2.15)] for every r c value. 
Fig.3 shows S'MB versus t. The function function has a mmimum at г = 100 with 

S}fi% = 337.2 minimal value. This fact leads to the next conclusion. 
i) Substituting i — 100 into eq.(4.12) gives the calculated reactivity coefficient 

rl00 = -1.21 x IQ"* с 

in excellent aggrement with the real value in eq.(4.3). 
ii)Since the sampling number N = ZOO then S]^°B = 337.2 means a good estimation. 

(Cf eq.(2.19) and the discussion therewith.) 

We repeated our calculation from the very beginning in order to present a set of the 
minimal values of {S*MB} function. In different runs the actual {S'MB} values are different 
because of the stochastic-feature of the model. The minimum place probably remains 
i = 100 but the minimum value must change. The second curve on Fig.3 contains the 
statistic of 100 simulation. In every case the best approximation was achieved at i = 100. 

V CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of our paper was to suggest a possible method for determination of a reactivity 
coefficient from measurable change in the power level of a nuclear reactor caused by small, 
external perturbations. Numerical experimete comfirme the capability of the calculation. 
Fig.4 represents the results; and we conclude that the calculated reactivity coefficient 
almost exactlycoincide with the modelled one. Obviously we have had to pay a price for 
it we had to apply a very dense mesh to approximate the quantity. However considering 
the upper curve in Fig.4 we can say it is a power-function. (Here we do not intend to give 
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a proof in detail but to indicate a possible direction of further investigation.) WUhout 
completing the whole test we can fit this curve knowing only a few points of it. So far 
we have restricted ourselves to the case when only one parameter was unknown. In more 
realistic situation, however, more than one mechanism may work parallel affecting on the 
reactivity. If we can treat them as control parameters the method proposed in this paper 
might be applied to such a problem. In the case of several parameter we would guess 
them at the same time. Since it is not possible we must follow another way; only one 
parameter is approximated; during the procedure the others are fixed. After achieving a 
good enough guess for one parameter we can turn to the other parameter. This method 
usually converges but is a little bit laborous. 

On the other hand utilizing the fact that the minimum point of the decision function may 
be fitted knowing only a few values of it makes the convergence faster. To develop this 
idea in detail would deserve further investigation. 

Finally considering the filter algorithm in eqs. (2.7) - ("MO) it is clear that the reac
tivity coefficient does not appear in the equation except for eq.(2.7). This fact is really 
a great advantage of the calculation, since we may determine the Kaiman gain, a priori 
variance, etc. in advance. Since the denominator of the Sjjß quantity consists of the 
above matr::es we need to detemine this denominator only once; every following test will 
use the same values. It also makes the method faster. 

We may summarize briefly our new results as it follows. Our aim was to calculate 
the reactivity coefficient r c from a measured noisy power-level. To handle the problem 
of a noise-corrupted signal we had to use a Kalman-filter. We showed how the question 
of reactivity coefficient -calculation may be led back to the determination of a control-
parameter in a stochastic system We proposed the Magill-Bogler procedure to estimate 
the unknown control value. 
In order to illustrate our method we regarded a realistic model - the control-rod calibration. 
In this case the unknown contol parameter r c is the rod-worth. The experimets produced 
an excellent estimation of the sought value r c . 
On the other hand the Magill-Bogler test always may give some estimation of the unknown 
quantity. It depends only on the applied trial function if the given estimation is close 
enough to the actual - and desired - value or is far from it. We proposed a possible way to 
decide it. Comparing the sample number N to the calculated score statistic SMB then in 
case of a good estimation N « SMB-
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APPENDIX 

Here we show one way to transform the linear, continuous equation (3.18) into a 
discrete, linear one in the form similar to eq.(l.l). 
We start from the eq.(3.13) matrix-vector differential equation 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(i) (Л.1) 

The familiar solution to eq.(A.l) is 

x(t) = Ф(< - t e)x(t.) + / Ф(г - r)Bu(r)dr (Л.2) 

(The initial state is given at t — t0.) 
The Ф(<) state-transition matrix is defined as 

Ф(*) = exp{At} (A.Z) 

The power-expansion of a matrix-function 

oo 
exp{Ar} = £ £.V (АЛ) 

in our case is a only clever but a useless tool in a practical viewpoint. 
The determination of Ф(<) from A is a well-treated problem; interested readers may 

consult with Ref.[14]. Here we cite only one method, the so-called Transform Method 
which is based on a Laplace transform of eq.(A.l). The reader is supposed to be familiar 
with the technique. 
Let я denote the parameter of the С Laplacian while C~x stands for the inverse transform. 
Then the solution to eq,(A.2) is 

x(0 = £- ,{('I-A)- ,}x(<o) M-5) 

where x(t+) = Urn x(t) and I is the identity matrix. 
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Comparing eq.(A.5) to eqs.(A.2) and (A.3) yields 

•<.*(*) = £-'{0*-А).-П (А.6) 

The problem of the determination of Ф(х) was led back to the determination of the inverse 
Laplacian of an inverse matrix. As it will be shown below this task is much simpler than 
the original one. 
In fact the inverse M - 1 to a matrix M may be calculated as 

, adj(M) 
M det(M) ( A ' V 

(See Ref.16.) Let every Jlf<,* matrix element be a V*u (r) polynom of an г parameter 

Mi,k = Vtt(r) (Л.8) 

Then the elements of both [adj(M))] and [det(M)] are also polynomials of r 

?íí(0 = [adj(M)].>k 

Pd«t(r) = det(M) (Л.9) 

Returning to eq.(A.6) and substituting eq.(A.9) into eq.(A.6) we conclude to the 
following 

(The parameter r was replaced by the Laplace variable ».) 
As a result our problem simplified to the determination of the inverse Laplacian of the 
quotient of two polynomial. As it is known [15] if the polynom in the denominator has 
{*?>) fs n} roots, then eq.(A.lO) can be rewritten as 

where V^(ej) is the derivative of P}&[SJ) with respect to s. 
^V'J^Bj) has multiple roots then the calculation is laborous but etarightforward [13]. 

Having determined the matrix $(i) let us see how to discretize it. 
Assuming a constant time-step Д< the discrete time values will be 

th=t0 + kAt (АЛ2) 
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The notation may be simplified if we drop 't' and keep only the index *k' 

к «=• U + *Д< (Л.13) 

Taking advantage of eq.(A.12) then eq.(A.2) becomes 

x(»*+i) = Ф(<*+1 -»*)*(<*) + / * *(**+! - T)Bu(r)dr (A.14) 

Inserting eq.(A.12) into eq.(A.14) we introduce 

Ф(к +1, It) = Ф(* к + 1 - U) = exp{AAt} (Л.15) 

The calculation of the exponential in eq.(A.15) goes along the lines described about by 
substituting t by At in the exponent. 

During our calculation the matrix A is constant thus so is ф(к + 1, &), the state-
transition matrix. Moreover В is a constant vector and u is a time-varying scalar [see 
eqs.(3.17) and (3.18)] thus the integral term in eq.(A.14) may be written as 

1*=ФВ«* (Л.16) 

uk= [ u(r)dr (A17) 
Jk+l 

Furthermore the only nonzero component of the vector В is b = B\ Utilizing the above 
fact in the calculation of vector ФВ we have: 

(ФВ)< = ФиВ, = Ф„Ь (АЛ8) 

Collecting eqs.(A.17) and (A.18) in eq.(A.16) yields 

/* = Ф2,1 Ьик (A19) 

The last form indicates that only the first column of the Ф matrix gives any contribution 
to the Ik so-called actuator vector. However be careful. It is obvious from eq.(A.2) and 
ever clearer from the concrete form of eq.(A.ld) that, in spite of the fact that our В vector 
has oniy one non-zero component the Д actuator vector's components themselves do not 
vanish; they depend on the {Фи} elements of the state-matrix. 
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